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Indian Maritime University 

(~ f4~otf4~k14, 'lR(f ~ I A Central University, Govt. of India) 
Cf;){"ICflldl ~ 1 Kolkata Campus 

No. IMU-KC/Sports Items/17-18 Dates: 29.06.2017 

Sub: Quotation for Gym Equipments at IMU-KC 

Sealed quotations are invited for supply of the following Gym Equipments at IMU 
Kolkata Campus: 

Sl. No. Items Required 
Quantity 

1 Heavy duty trainer, Resistance: Electromagnetic resistance 01 no. 
(motorized), Fly wheel: 10kg precision balanced, Distance, 
calories, pulse, body fat and RPM (time, distance, calories can be 
manually set by user). Max user weight: 160kg. 

2 Hack squat/ Leg press machine Heavy duty. Frame size 50mm 01 no. 
xlOOmm x 2.6mm, powder coated. With provision of fitting 
additional weight, all weight rod chromed and high-density 
upholstery. Non weight category, chain pulley system will not 
accept. 

3 Shoulder press machine. Frame size 50mm x100mm x2.6mm. 01 no. 
powder coated. With provision of fitting additional weight, all 
weight rod chromed and high-density upholstery. Non weight 
category, chain pulley system will not be accepted. 

Terms & conditions: 

(i) Items to be supplied should be of industry standard. Based on the specification 
mentioned in the quotations submitted, ifIMU-KC finds that the offered product(s) 
are non-standard or do not meet the industry standard, the quotation will be 
rejected and will not be considered for evaluation. The evaluation will be based on 
lowest price among the quotes, which fulfill the requisite industrial standard 
specifications. 

(ii) If there is a need for any deviation in the specifications given in the letter inviting 
quotation, acceptability (if felt by IMU-KC as superior) of otherwise (in case of 
inferior specifications) such deviations are to be checked with IMU-KC before 
submission of quotations so that rejection of the quotations based on the ground of 
non-conformity to specifications could be avoided. 

(iii) Make, Model etc., if any, for the items should be specified in the quotations. 

(Cont.l2) 

N-19, dRldC't1 m, ChlC't(f)ldl-700 088 / P-19@, !aratal~ Road, Kolkata -700 088 
Email: director.kollmo.co.1ll 

Phone: (033) 2401 4673/74176178/1946, Fax: (033) 2401 4333, Hostel: 2401 4675 
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(iv) The rates quoted should be inclusive of delivery and fitting charges (if any) but 
excluding Taxes which should be clearly mentioned separately. 

(v) All the above mentioned items must be supplied from new stock (received within 
last 6 months) 

(vi) Items should be delivered preferably within 2 (two) weeks of placing order. 

(vii) Delivery and fitting of the above items should be done at IMU -Kolkata Campus at 
P-19, Taratala Road, Kolkata 700088. 

(viii) Warranty Period for the items should be clearly mentioned. 

(ix) If any of the above items/part of the items are found to be defective, the same must 
be replaced by the supplier at their cost. No extra charges will be paid. 

(x) Submission of multiple bids by a single firm will lead to rejection of the bids and 
IMU-KC may black list such firms from future participation. 

(xi) IMU-KC reserves the right to split the order between different bidders. 

(xii) Quotations for the above items in sealed envelopes superscribing "Quotation for 
Gym Equipments" and addressed to the Director should reach this office positively 
by 13.07.2017. 

(xiii) Payment will be made through Bank Transfer after successful delivery and fitting 
of the items. 


